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What people say
From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org
♦ Posted by Cde.Katusha
Mr.Moses Katjiuongua and
Mr.Andreas Shipanga both served
in the so called interim government
with Mr.Botha as their master.Both
today are living in the political
dustbin,because the Namibia
people now the truth and the
agenda of the two pupets.Therefore
Comrade Pendukeni Iivula Iithana
has the rights to defend the
SWAPO PArty and the entire leadership from unguided insults from
Gwen Lister and her pupet brother
Filemon Iipumbu.We are supporting her 100% no matter
what?Gwen Lister and her pupet
brother Filemon Iipumbu aka Phil
yaNangolo have been waging war
against the Mighty SWAPO
Party,however SWAPO Party always victorious.We shall defeat
them again come 27-28 November 2009.SWAPO oya kindja ask
Filemon Iipumbu.Therefore once
again call upon the SWAPO Family and sympathisers to continue
united,victory is certain!The born
frees shall vote for SWAPO Party
on 27-28 November 2009.They
will continue to be happy as the
SWAPO Party will implement
programmes that empower the
youth of this country.Down Moses
Katjiuongua and Andreas
Shipanga,Down!Namibia shall be
free for ever.The two pupets,Phil
yaNangolo
and
Gwen
Lister,Down! Comrades Aluta continua!
♦
Posted
by
Cde.Katusha(Keetmanshoop)
I read an article in the
Eurocentric
media(The
Namibia)on Friday,30 October
2009,written by the Political
prostitute/Chamelon Mr.Moses
Katjihongua throwing an utterances insults to Cde.Pundukeni
Iivula-Iithana as he try to defend
his cohort Gwen Lister in the
name of democracy.Mr.Moses
Katjihongua a former so called
Minister of Health and Social
Services in the so called interim
government should know that as
his rights to defend his cohort
Lister,Comrade Iithana has also
the rights to defend SWAPO
Party and the entire leadership
come
hell
or
high
water.Therefore its so shameful
for a political prostitutes the likes

of Moses Katjihongua,Filemon
Iimbumbu
aka
Phili
yaNangolo,Livius
Hamutenya(HH),Benjamin
Ulenga and Gwen Lister to continue throwing insults to the
SWAPO Party and its
l e a d e r s h i p . M r. M o s e s
Katjihongua has been living in
Political dustbin thrown there by
the Namibia people like a cat
thrown
in
Mahangu
basket(Eshisha)and continue to
make a noise without
knowing,how it will come
out.The insults thrown by
Mr.Moses Katjihongua to Comrade Iithana I regard it as a kick
of the dying horse.Comrade
Iithana is elected by the Namibia
peolpe being the Chief Administrator of the Mighty SWAPO
PARTY has the rights to reveal
to the Namibia people the
agenda of Gwen Lister and her
cohorts.Any way Gwen Lister is
an economic refugee and continue serving her masters in Europe in the name of democracy
and Human rights.We shall
show them again come 27-28
November
2009.SWAPO
PARTY
will
emerge
victorious,while the political
prostitute like Mr.Katjihongua
continue to live in Political
dustbin
until
Jesus
come.Therefore my appeal goes
to the born frees and the entire
members of SWAPO Party and
Sympathisers to Vote SWAPO
Party and Comrade Pohamba
on
27-28
November
2009.SWAPO United,SWAPO
Victorious,Now
Hardwork!Aluta Continue!
♦
Posted by
MODESTUS ALWEENDO
VIVA SWAPO OUR MOTHER
OUR CARETAKER WE SALUTE YOU SWAPO. I WAS
BORN IN SWAPO AND HAVE
TO VOTE SWAPO
♦

Posted by comrade
witty ya nghifilengali
i salute all the loyal comrades to
the mighty SWAPO.There are
few days left for us to go show
the
projects
rdp,mag,
cod,opp,nudo and dta that
SWAPO IS THE PARTY

WITH VISION AND WE
TRUST IN OUR LEADE R S . . . . . . .
EMIL:wittyboo84@gmail.com
or
blog
at
wittlam@blogspot.com
♦

Posted by Comrade
Nghifilengali Witty
Petrus,Endola, Ohangwena
Thanks for the great opportunity
that the only party we have in
Namibia with vision has offered
me.I can realy see the difference
between the old and new.In the 80s
our people were not educated,no
clean water,no hospital,road were
only gravel to access the kasipir
only and on top of that there was
no democracy and ya
nangolo(phili)was in the
country.now i wonder did he only
came to see this in SWAPO
time,do not fool us mr ya
nangolo.the issue of gweni attacking SWAPO it should be visible
that our democracy must not be a
ticket to her to tell his outside families to what she think is ok to
her.SWAPO have change a lot in
this country when it comes to
road,clinic,clean water,education,
economic stability and DEMOCRACY
WE
ENJOY
TODAY.LONG LIVE COMRADE NUJOMA,COMRADE
POHAMBA,COMRADE
PENDUKENI,COMRADE
WITTY PETRUS,COMRADE
NGHAAMWA,COMRADE
HAGE,KAMARADA
NGURARE,COMRADE
EKANDJO AND ALL PEACE
LOVERS AND SWAPO SUPPORTERS IN NAMIBIA AND
OUTSIDE WORLD.SWAPO IS
THE ONLY PARTY WERE WE
ARE ALL BROTHERS AND
SISTERS.
EMAIL:wittyboo84@gmail.com

♦

Posted by Cde
Newaka W.
Comrades, there are very few
days left now before the 27 - 28
November 2009 elections.Let us
prepare ourselves materially
and psychologically well, to totally crush all the so-called parties of intellectuals during the
elections. The mechanism employed by their propagandist to
confuse our tested peace loving
nation,have failed them to the
ground. Shame on you Nyamu
and Hamutenya, oshigwana sha
Namibia kashimuhole because,
you are mentally confused. Viva
the Almighty SWAPO Party..!!!
Victory is Ours..!!
♦
Posted by Amunjela
Good Morning, fellow comrades.
Dear moderator could you please
update the website regularly on
things such as what has been happening at the SWAPO rallies and
so on. some of us are out of the
country and we want timely and
regular news on our Mighty
SWAPO website.
♦
Posted by
Cde.Imelda(Keetmanshoop)
We shall show them Comrades
in Keetmanshoop on Saturday,31 October 2009.The
SWAPO colours will dominate
the town of Keetmanshoop.
The following towns will join us
at the SWAPO Star Rally,
Luderitz,Cde.Maria Gertze
bring all the Luderitz ComCont on page 4
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View Point
By Prof Jonathan Moyo, MP

MDC-T’s web of deception
THE Russian proverb that he who digs a hole for another may fall in it himself best describes the
jeopardy facing Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai, who is facing oblivion as a result of his hopeless
attempts to dig a hole for President Mugabe by continuing to make false allegations that the appointments
of Roy Bennett, the Attorney-General, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe and provincial
governors are outstanding GPA issues.
Eight months down the line and as the summit of the Sadc Troika on Politics, Defence and Security
meets today in Maputo in an ordinary session which, among other things, will review the progress and
challenges of the GPA Prime Minister Tsvangirai is in real danger of falling into the hole he has been
digging for President Mugabe through untold deception.
Whereas all along, Tsvangirai and his Western backers have been using MDC-T media hacks to allege
that the appointments of the Attorney- General, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe and
provincial governors are outstanding GPA issues which President Mugabe is allegedly not fulfilling, and
whereas many well- meaning Zimbabweans and neutral observers who have not read the GPA have
believed that the alleged outstanding issues are in the GPA, they are now somersaulting with a new twist
to their allegation.
Now, in what is a clear but Machiavellian admission of deception over the last eight months, the new
allegation is that the appointments in question are not in the GPA after all but are in a Sadc communiqué
of January 27, 2009 which Tsvangirai and his media hacks claim is equivalent to and as binding as the
GPA.This is quite staggering. Here we are being told, as if we are children, that a Press statement issued by
Sadc on January 27, 2009 has the same legal and political force as the GPA signed by the leaders of ZanuPF and the two MDC formations on September 15, 2008.
Deputy Prime Minister Arthur Mutambara, who has developed an impulsive knack to be all things to
all people by saying one thing during the day and the opposite at night, has joined the Tsvangirai wagon
of deception by incredulously alleging, as he did shortly after meeting with President Joseph Kabila of the
DRC on Monday, that the Sadc Press statement of January 27’s reference to appointments that the
MDC-T claims to be outstanding is as binding as the GPA itself ostensibly because that Press statement is
supposed to be the foundation that led to the formation of the coalition government on February 13. For
the sake of a perspective, it is important to keep in mind that deception has been the MDC-T’s medium of
choice since the formation of the coalition government.
The MDC-T has sought to deceive the nation that Tsvangirai is the head of government when he is not
and has also used deception to claim that the Council of Ministers is the de facto Cabinet when it is
not.Early in the days of the coalition government, there was massive deception about meaningless 100day action plans; deception about the so-called World Bank Multi-Donor Trust Fund which was, in fact,
the treasury for the MDC T’s parallel government.
There have even been deceptive claims that the MDC-T has a majority in Parliament when, in fact, it
does not.While the MDC-T’s tale of attempted deception over the last eight months is yet to be told, what
is now clear is that if Tsvangirai, Mutambara and their lot honestly believe that the Sadc Press statement
of January 27 is the foundation of the coalition government, then they truly need God to help them for
they do not know what they are doing.
It is ludicrous in the extreme for them to treat a Sadc Press statement as if it has the legal quality, force
and status of a ratified and binding protocol. In view of the foregoing, even though it was bad deception
for Tsvangirai, the MDC-T, their foreign backers and media hacks to peddle a lie for eight months that the
appointments of the Attorney-General, the Governor of the Reserve Bank and provincial governors were
outstanding GPA issues when they are not mentioned anywhere in the GPA, it is worse deception for them
to now claim that the same issues are mentioned with binding force in a Sadc Press statement of 27
January.For the record, it should be recalled that paragraph 7(vi) of the said Sadc Press statement reported that the Extraordinary Summit in Pretoria had decided that “the appointments of the Reserve
Bank Governor and the Attorney- General will be dealt with by the inclusive government after its formation”. In this connection, it should be pointed out that there is no other paragraph in that Press statement
about any other appointment besides those covered under paragraph 7(vi). What this means is that
neither the GPA nor the Sadc Press statement of January 27 mentions the appointment of provincial
governors in any way whatsoever. In the circumstances, on what basis is the issue of their appointment
supposed to be outstanding?
While the negotiators may have indeed debated the issue of provincial governors and while they may
have entertained various scenarios they considered possible or even desirable, the undeniable fact is that
their appointment is not mentioned in the GPA or the January 27 Sadc Press statement. Besides the fact
that the appointment of provincial governors is not an outstanding GPA or Sadc Press statement issue, it
must be remembered that the office of provincial governors is an integral and indivisible part of the office
of the President and that, as his resident local government representatives, provincial governors report
directly to the President.To President Mugabe as Head of State and Government and Commander-inChief of the Defence Forces, provincial governors are to him local government equivalents of Prime
Minister Tsvangirai’s permanent secretary. Just like the Prime Minister insisted on appointing Ian Makone,
who is an MDC-T member of his kitchen cabinet and is thus politically loyal to him, President Mugabe
has the right to appoint Zanu-PF provincial governors of his choice who are politically loyal to him. If the
President should make the mistake of appointing provincial governors nominated by Tsvangirai, just as
the sun will rise tomorrow, he would have paved the way for illegal regime change by legitimating new
local government centres for the expansion of the MDC-T’s US and EU-funded, run and controlled
parallel government structures whose officials are getting top-up monthly salaries between US$700 and
US$7 000 when the rest of the civil service gets less than US$200 a month.Back to the January 27 Sadc
Press statement, it should be understood that its paragraph 7(vi) does not mention Johannes Tomana and
Gideon Gono by name as individuals who should be fired or replaced. Instead, and in very clear terms,
paragraph 7(vi) of the Press statement says the appointments of the Reserve Bank Governor and the
Attorney-General “will be dealt with by the inclusive Government after its formation”.
The relevant question here is whether the matter has been “dealt with” by the coalition government.
The answer is a big yes. Following the formation of the coalition government, President Mugabe has
officially explained to the Prime Minister, the two Deputy Prime Ministers and the Cabinet that the
appointments of the Governor of the Reserve Bank and the Attorney-General were done in terms of the
law well before the formation of the coalition government and cannot be reversed for that reason. The
fact that the MDC-T does not like the incumbents of those offices is not law but simply a political opinion
to which the MDC-T and its supporters are entitled with no cause for a fuss.As for Roy Bennett, the
former member of the murderous Rhodesian Infantry and Selous Scouts in whose solidarity the MDC-T
disengaged from the Government, he is not mentioned anywhere in the GPA or the January 27 Sadc
Press statement. Rather, Roy Bennett is just an outstanding Rhodesian issue and only within the MDC-T
which remains Rhodesian controlled some 30 years after the defeat of the Rhodie ideology of white
supremacy in 1980. The Rhodesians who control the MDC-T insultingly believe that the struggle for
democracy in Zimbabwe started in 2000 because that is the year of Zimbabwe’s historic and irreversible
land reform programme. So, as a Rhodesian issue, Bennett is most certainly not an outstanding GPA or
Sadc communiqué issue. As such, Prime Minister Tsvangirai and his party and their foreign backers and
media hacks have been engaged in a web of deception about what they have alleged to be outstanding
GPA issues. In the plain language of our grandmothers, they have been telling blue-eyed lies in the treacherous hope that they would dig a hole for President Mugabe and Zanu-PF.But now the MDC-T lies are
not adding up or holding together in Maputo to the point where they have been forced to abandon
references to the GPA under the laughable cover of the January 27 Sadc communiqué.
For many Zimbabweans who are eagerly awaiting the outcome of today’s summit of the Sadc Troika
in Maputo, and who are aware of the litany of MDC-T deception since February 13, the time for the
MDC-T to cease and desist from digging Rhodesian holes for the leadership of the liberation struggle for
purposes of illegal regime change. Zimbabweans want the coalition government to work and succeed.
Full stop.

